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Car Travel
Many dream of the big road trip, wind in your hair, feeling of freedom and exhilaration as you leave the city for  
the wide open road and beautiful scenery with your favourite tunes playing. This dream can be ruthlessly  
shattered on the family driving holiday. Packing the car, kids screaming, stopping every half an hour, lollies,  
fights, pets piddling...hold on! It doesn’t have to be like this! Don’t let the trip itself drive you crazy. Here are  
some tips to plan for a more enjoyable journey.
Car checks

Refer to your owner manual (or take to a garage) 
and run checks on:

Fluid levels

The radiator and cooling system

Electrical system

Check for last service date & have serviced if 
necessary

Tuning

Tyre pressure

Brakes

Windscreen wipers (every 12 months)

Do an overall “spring-clean”.

Clean the car & the windows

Fill up with Petrol

Safe driving tips

Get a good night’s sleep before the trip, and  
never drive when you would normally be asleep 
(not late at night or very early in the morning)

Take rest breaks every two hours, or as soon 
as you feel drowsy

If you are feeling tired take a powernap

Do some light exercise and enjoy a light snack 
during your breaks

Don’t pack too many driving hours into a day

Share the driving

Maps & route

Written directions

Map

Street directory

Meals

Have non-messy food and drinks easily 
accessible. Plastic drinking mugs with spouts 
prevent spills in the car, and are great for 
children and adults

Meal plans

Breakfast:

Lunch:

Dinner:

In car entertainment

Music

Audio books

Games

DVDs

Toys

Activities

Trip planning

Planned stop offs:

Landmarks:

Essential supplies
First Aid kit

Sleep times & driver rotation

Time zone changes
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